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**CORRECTION**

The author wishes to make the following corrections in "Whigs and Paupers: The Reform of the English Poor Laws, 1830-1834" (Volume XX, Number 2, Spring, 1981):

Page 141, lines 20-22: The phrases "bridge great vertical distances in the social order" and "ethical or practical judgements" should be enclosed in quotation marks. The full citation in footnote 100 should read: Hay, "Property," in *Albion's Fatal Tree*, p. 42; Neuman, "Berkshire," in *Welfare*, p. 117.

Page 146, lines 22-22: The phrase "ideology of the free market" should be enclosed in quotation marks.
Kipling and Conrad
The Colonial Fiction
John A. McClure
"Unreservedly fascinating. It is high time we considered Kipling and Conrad in the same breath."—Morfon Cohen
"McClure shows how Conrad and Kipling each bore the stamp of the times and especially of the formative effects of authoritarianism. He is a good and sensitive reader."—Robert Kiely
$16.50

Byron's Letters and Journals
Volume II: 'For Freedom's Battle'
Leslie A. Marchand, Editor
"Byron's letters are among the most spirited in the English language and are irresistible."—The New Yorker
Included in this volume are the last letters Byron wrote from Greece and over fifty additional letters discovered too late to take their chronological place in the earlier volumes. Among these early letters are those discovered in 1976, locked in a trunk in Barclay's Bank.
Belknap $15.00

The Letters of Alfred Lord Tennyson
Volume I: 1821–1850
Cecil Y. Lang and Edgar F. Shannon, Jr., Editors
The editors have garnered and selected a large number of letters to and about Tennyson which supplement his own letters and reveal him to us as his friends and contemporaries saw him. Full and interesting annotations are provided.
Belknap $30.00

New Paperbacks

The Victorians and Ancient Greece
Richard Jenkyns
Winner of the 1981 British National Book Award for Creative Non-Fiction
"A marvelous exercise in cultural history."—The New York Times
$8.95 paper; $30.00 cloth

Government and Community
England, 1450–1509
J.R. Lander
"A most useful book."
Times Literary Supplement
The New History of England
$7.95 paper; $22.50 cloth

Harvard University Press
79 Garden Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Heart-Beguiling Araby
Kathryn Tidrick
A colorful account of British travelers and explorers, concentrating on the liveliest figures, from Sir Richard Burton to T.E. Lawrence. $24.95

Religion and Public Doctrine in Modern England
Maurice Cowling
Cowling asserts that the history of religion is the most important way of approaching English history from 1848. Cambridge Studies in the History and Theory of Politics $49.50

The Empire Unpossess’d
An Essay on Gibbon’s Decline and Fall
Lionel Gossman
Gossman shows that Gibbon’s essential concern is with the foundation of authority. $19.95

Lloyd George’s Secretariat
John Turner
Dr. Turner’s examination reveals that the Secretariat performed a genuine administrative task and that it was more eclectic in its ideological and political affiliation than has been supposed. Cambridge Studies in the History and Theory of Politics $27.50

The Letters of Thomas Babington Macaulay
Thomas Pinney, Editor
Volume 5: January 1849—December 1855 $95.00
Volume 6: January 1856—December 1859 $95.00

English Culture and the Decline of the Industrial Spirit, 1850–1980
Martin Wiener
An exploration of the roots of English ambivalence toward modern industrial society and the link between that ambivalence and Britain’s contemporary economic malaise. $15.95

Edward Carpenter
1844–1929
Chushichi Tsuzuki $34.50

Technology, Employment and Change
The Rt. Hon. Shirley Williams
The Rede Lecture 1980 $2.95

Cambridge Before Darwin
The Ideal of a Liberal Education, 1800–60
Martha McMackin Garland $34.50

Trinity College Library
The First 150 Years
Philip Gaskell $67.50

The Revolution of the Dons
Cambridge and Society in Victorian England
Sheldon Rothblatt
Hardcover $47.50 Paper $14.95

The Triumphs of Providence
The Assassination Plot of 1696
Jane Garrett
A vivid narrative describing the rise of the Jacobite party, the plot to kill William III, and the dramatic fates of the conspirators. $19.50
Subjects and Sovereigns
The Grand Controversy over Legal Sovereignty in Stuart England
Corinne Comstock Weston and Janelle Renfrow Greenberg
A revisionist description of the transformation in English political thought between 1642 and 1689. $39.50

The Justice and the Mare's Ale
Law and Disorder in Seventeenth-Century England
Alan Macfarlane and Sarah Harrison, Collaborator
A remarkable reconstruction of the crimes and ultimate trial of a group of bandits. $19.95

Coal and Tobacco
The Lowthers and the Economic Development of West Cumberland, 1660-1770
J.V. Beckett
This comprehensive study makes an important contribution to knowledge of the early stages of British industrialization. $47.50

Utopia and the Ideal Society
A Study of English Utopian Writing, 1516-1701
J.C. Davis $49.50

Anglo-Saxon England
Volume 9
Peter Clemoes, Editor $56.00

John Hopton
A Fifteenth-Century Suffolk Gentleman
Colin Richmond
The author analyzes the life of a relatively wealthy English gentleman—how he acquired and managed his estates, and the world of his family and friends. $37.50

Change and Tradition in Rural England
An Anthology of Writings on Country Life
Denys Thompson, Editor
The writers represented include Cobbett, Jeffries, Sturt, Hardy, Hudson, Flora Thompson, Thomas Hernell, and Adrian Bell. $27.50

The House of Lords in the Parliaments of Edward VI and Mary I
An Institutional Study
Michael A.R. Graves
This study corrects the poor impression of the House of Lords in parliamentary history. $37.50

Fenland Chronicle
Recollections of William Henry and Kate Mary Edwards Collected and Edited by their Daughter
Sybil Marshall $10.95

Selections from English Wycliffite Writings
Anne Hudson, Editor $17.95
An exciting glimpse into Celtic paganism...

THE
Real Camelot

PAGANISM AND THE ARTHURIAN ROMANCE

By JOHN DARRAH. The Real Camelot introduces us to a King Arthur who belongs not to a post-Roman Britain but to an earlier, pagan era. John Darrah’s fascinating research into the Arthurian legends and into the vivid folklore of the Celts suggests that a British Bronze Age “literature” has actually survived until the present day.

Beneath the conventions of courtly love and the Christian symbolism which characterize the legends of Arthur and his courtiers, Darrah uncovers recollections of various aspects of primitive religion, such as the cult of sacred water, the cult of the severed head, ritualistic copulation, castration, and cannibalism. Most importantly, he describes the pagan tradition of the priestly kings (described at length in Frazer’s Golden Bough), who reigned only until they were killed and replaced by stronger men, as well as those kings upon whose vigor and sexual fertility their people’s prosperity was believed to depend. Just published. $13.95

At your bookstore or directly from
Thames and Hudson Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10110
Distributed by W.W. NORTON & Co.
The Return to Camelot
Chivalry and the English Gentleman
Mark Girouard

180 b/w illus. + 32 color
$29.95 ($35.00 after Dec. 31, 1981)

The Life and Art of James Barry
William L. Pressly
This is the first modern study of the eighteenth-century portrait painter who is regarded as the finest of all British painters in the "grand manner." It contains a complete catalogue of Barry's paintings and surviving drawings and prints.

"Superb... A complete scholarly study of Barry's life and work considered in its widest context."—Choice
Published for the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art 149 b/w illus. + 8 color $65.00

The Diary of Joseph Farington, R.A.
Volumes VII and VIII: January 1805 through December 1807
edited by Kathryn Cave
An absorbing record of Farington's actions and observations as well as an invaluable source for the history of this period.
Published for the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art 2-vol set $70.00

The Diary of Ford Madox Brown
edited by Virginia Surtees
The diary of perhaps the most influential and important associate of the Pre-Raphaelite brotherhood in its complete and fully annotated edition.
Published for the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art 20 illus. $30.00

A Dialogue Concerning Heresies
The Yale Edition of the Complete Works of St. Thomas More, Volume 6, Parts I and II
edited by Thomas Lawler, Germain Marchadour, and Richard Marius
A definitive edition of the first and finest of More's polemical writings.
2-vol set $80.00

Yale
Yale University Press
New Haven and London
New in British History

ENEMIES OF GOD
The Witch-hunt in Scotland
Christina Larner
foreword by Norman Cohn

"Larner's long-awaited book makes a striking contribution to the general literature on the history of witchcraft." — H.C. Erik Midelfort, University of Virginia

Between 1490 and 1700, more than 1,000 people—most of them peasant women—were executed for witchcraft in Scotland, and three times that number were accused. Enemies of God is the first detailed study of the Scottish witch-hunt, addressing the social, religious, and political aspects of that tragic event.

Issues of class, ideology, and patriarchy shape much of Christina Larner's inquiry. Larner suggests that the witch-hunts arose as the older authorities of papacy and monarchy gave way to regimes demanding more conscious ideological orthodoxy from the people. To these new leaders, witch-hunting represented an economical way of purging dissenters and dissidents from society.

$17.50

THE DECLARATION OF RIGHTS, 1689
Lois G. Schwoerer

"This book makes an original and substantial contribution to our understanding of the making of the Declaration of Rights.... [It] will be well received by scholars and will find a recognized place in the literature of both English political history and Anglo-American constitutional history."—Henry Horwitz, University of Iowa

This first comprehensive examination of the English Declaration of Rights and its statutory form, the Bill of Rights, offers a provocative reappraisal of the document itself, of the motives of the men who drafted it, and of the social and political contexts in which it arose. Challenging traditional interpretations, the author concludes that the passage of the Declaration signaled a fundamental change in the English monarchy and reflected radical libertarian and reformist ideas dating back to the English Civil War.

$26.50

The Johns Hopkins University Press
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
NUMBER 1:
“'THE GUISES': THOMAS CARLYLE'S LOST RENAISSANCE HISTORY,” edited by Rodger L. Tarr

NUMBER 2:
“UNENGLISH AND UNMANLY: ANGLO-CATHOLICISM AND HOMOSEXUALITY,” by David Hilliard
“SAMUEL BUTLER AND HIS DARWINIAN CRITICS,” by Philip Pauly
“THE SOULS AND LONDON 'SOCIETY' AT THE END OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY,” by Nancy Carpenter
“BROWNING AND THE PRIMITIVE,” by Dorothy Mermin

NUMBER 3:
“ORGANIZED SPORT IN THE MINING COMMUNITIES OF SOUTH NORTHUMBERLAND,” by Alan Metcalfe
“'ONE MUST RIDE BEHIND': MARRIED WOMEN'S RIGHTS AND THE DIVORCE ACT OF 1857,” by Mary Shanley
“THE LAST VICTORIAN ANTI-RITUALIST CAMPAIGN, 1895-1906,” by G. I. T. Machin

NUMBER 4:
“KING OF SILURIA: RODERICK MURCHISON AND THE IMPERIAL THEME IN NINETEENTH – CENTURY BRITISH GEOLOGY,” by James Secord
“JAMES SULLY, EVOLUTIONIST PSYCHOLOGY AND LATE VICTORIAN GOTHIC FICTION,” by Ed Block
“THE DORÉ CONTROVERSY: DORÉ, RUSKIN, AND VICTORIAN TASTE,” by Wyman Herendeen

Victorian studies
UPCOMING IN VOLUME 25